
Scholars working in the field of Irish Studies often claim 
that Irish writers after independence had no choice but 
to dismantle the romantic mythologies of the Irish 
Literary Revival led by Yeats (the cultural nationalist 
movement that was vital to Ireland's political and 
military struggle for independence in the early 20th c.). 
Austin Clarke's cultural work, his writing and his 
broadcasting, suggests, however, that the Revival had 
not entirely outlived its usefulness in the post-
independence period. Clarke specifically saw in the 
developing medium of radio an opportunity to 
extend and popularize the experiments with verse 
drama begun by Yeats. Administrators at Radio 
Eireann, Ireland's national radio service, in turn made 
Clarke's weekly broadcasts of poetry central to its own 
evolution into a sophisticated service with enhanced 
cultural programming. 

"The New Verse Competition," the 
weekly poetry contest hosted by 
Clarke, associated established Irish 
talents in poetry with the nascent 
medium of radio; in the process, 
the program attracted listeners to 
Radio Eireann and fostered 
interest in literary production 
among ordinary Irish citizens. By 
1941, Clarke was receiving 500 
entries each week. 
  
 Clarke's poetry broadcasts were 
also a badge of national honor 
since Radio Eireann's chief rival, 
the more-developed BBC, did not 
then regularly present poetry. 
 

Clarke's turn to radio for his verse-speaking experiments implied a populist intention: 
He did not share Yeats's fantasy of presenting highly stylized plays to an elite theater 
audience. Rather, in exclusively emphasizing the spoken word and in capitalizing on 
radio's ability to reach listeners throughout the nation, Clarke's broadcasts of verse 
drama sought to stir the imaginations of a much wider formation of listeners.  
  
In addition to presenting his own work and poetic plays by established writers 
from Europe and the United States, Clarke also showcased the verse drama of 
ascendant writers, in some cases "discovering" new talent altogether.  
 

One of Clarke's strongest verse plays, "As the Crow Flies," broadcast 
by the Radio Eireann Players in 1942, captivated listeners' 
imaginations by conjuring vivid images and offering a resonant, 
suspenseful plot. Clarke also used poetic dialogue throughout the 
play, which perfectly suited the medium of radio: 
  
"How can I find/ In all the ages I have known/ The dreadful thought 
that slowly brought/ My consciousness beneath these waters/ where 
memory unrolls the mind/ In chronicles of war, greed, slaughter--
/unchanging misery of mankind!" 
 

In sum, the poetry and poetic dramas broadcast by 
Clarke used verse drama, a form appropriated from the 
Irish Literary Revival, to demonstrate the possibilities 
for literary and dramatic broadcasting at a formative 
stage in Radio Eireann's development. 
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